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9.00-9.10

WELCOME + GOOD DEALS OF THE DECADE
As we set out the day’s agenda, we also reveal our shortlist for the
‘Good Deals of the Decade’.

9.10-9.30

HOW CREATIVITY CAN CHANGE THE WORLD
Two social entrepreneurs share remarkable stories of how they turned some big
social and environmental challenges into great opportunities thanks to creative
flair, keen business sense, an eye for fashion and a talent for aligning bold social
purpose to the needs and passions of enlightened consumers.
Speakers include Kresse Wesling, founder, Elvis&Kresse

9.30-10.45 WHEN CAPITAL MEETS PURPOSE: MOVING FROM CONCEPT TO COMMITMENT
Plenary discussion with Q&A.
After more than a decade of social impact investment and purpose-driven
business, what have we achieved and where have we failed? What are the big
opportunities and dangers for the next 10 years? How can we move from shortterm fund and programme launches and commit to system-changing social
innovation?
Speakers include Baroness Glenys Thornton (House of Lords), Amit Bhatia (Global Impact
Investing Steering Group), Dr Mairi Mackay (British Council), Indy Johar (Dark Matter
Laboratories), Jessica Brown (Hatch & Barrow Cadbury)

10.45-11.15 COFFEE + TEA

11.15-12.15 MORNING SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS & ADVICE CLINICS
See details on page 4 and 5

12.15-1.45

LUNCH

BOOK NOW

AFTERNOON

1.45-2.45 AFTERNOON SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS & ADVICE CLINICS
See details on page 4 and 5

2.45-3.45 THE INCONVENIENT TRUTH ABOUT SOCIAL INVESTMENT
Is the notion of social investment just a big con?
Can we actually create more social impact through straightforward philanthropy
or mission-driven entrepreneurship?
Does an over-supply of willing investors but under-supply of social investmentready entrepreneurs risk a major withdrawal of funds from the social investment
market?
There are plenty of nice words and big numbers describing the growth of social
investment in the UK and across the globe. And goodness knows – we’re running a
whole conference dedicated to supporting social enterprise and impact investment
to thrive. But for some people – like entrepreneur Nick Jenkins (Moonpig.com &
Dragons’ Den) – it’s just not living up to the promise.
Join Nick along with social entrepreneur Susan Aktemel (founder and director of Homes for
Good), Amy Clarke, co-founder of Tribe Impact Capital, and session chair and social investment
soothsayer David Floyd (Flip Finance) as we debate, explore and challenge what’s working and
what’s not in social investment.

3.45-4.30 SHARK TANK: LIVE PITCHING SESSION
Will they get eaten alive – or get the support they need to swim to the next
level? Some of the shiniest fish in the social enterprise sea offer their investment
propositions (£25k-£500k) to our panel of (friendly) sharks in our popular pitching
session.

4.30-4.45 CLOSING REMARKS + “GOOD DEAL OF THE DECADE” WINNER

BOOK NOW

SEMINARS & WORKSHOPS
SHOW ME THE MONEY: SOCIAL INVESTORS UNDER THE SPOTLIGHT
In this ‘Reverse Pitching’ session, we put some of the UK’s leading social impact
investors on the spot to be scrutinised by a panel of charities and social
enterprises, covering everything from investor/investee relations and interest
rates to who gets the money that’s being invested and the infrastructure
supporting the UK’s social economy.

BLOCKCHAINS, IMPACT BONDS AND THE DEMOCRATISATION OF
CAPITAL
What are the big innovations in social impact investment? How are
new technologies, new investment vehicles and new platforms creating
opportunities for a significant step change in the way we can use money
for good?
Speakers include Nigel Kershaw (Big Issue Invest), and
speakers from CAF Venturesome and Ethex.

Speakers include Holly Piper (CAF Venturesome)
Hosted by the Connect Fund

GROWING PAINS

A RECIPE FOR GOOD INVESTMENT

You’ve started successfully and proved the business model – now you need
to inject your social enterprise with everything it needs to become bigger and
better. It can sometimes be an uncomfortable process. This workshop gives
you the tools, the techniques and the top tips for pain-free growth from a
range of experts and frontline practitioners.

Three mission-driven ventures (and their investors) give us their recipes for
good investment, based on their experiences, including who they got the
money from, the hurdles they had to jump, how it’s all going now and the
impact it’s made.

Speakers include Eddie Finch (Buzzacott)
Hosted by Buzzacott

Hosted by NatWest

BOOK NOW

SEMINARS & WORKSHOPS
GENDER LENS SOCIAL IMPACT INVESTING

THE SECRET SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURS IN THE CREATIVE ECONOMY

It’s 100 years since women won the vote, yet they are still underrepresented
in Parliament and in business. Are social ventures and impact investors doing
any better? Some of the leading figures from the NatWest WISE100 and
Hatch’s Female Founders programme offer their insights.

Recent studies have shown the huge value that creative entrepreneurs
bring to the economy and to society. Many creative entrepreneurs are also
‘secret social entrepreneurs’ – bringing opportunities in the creative and
social economies together in an exciting way. We hear from some fantastic
examples, including several international guests.

Hosted by the Connect Fund

Hosted by the British Council

BOLD COMMISSIONING: THE ROLE OF SOCIAL BUSINESS AND
INVESTMENT IN PUBLIC SERVICE REFORM
The ministerial promises of a few years ago of a ‘bigger slice of a smaller pie’
have not come true. Despite high-profile collapses of giants such as Carillion,
the Government continues to put its trust in a few huge private providers
– while the opposition wants to bring everything back to the State. So can
charities and social enterprises still grow in public sector markets? What are
impact investment vehicles such as SIBs doing to build trust and success? And
how can we show that social ventures really are a viable alternative model?

WHAT’S THE DEAL ON DIVERSITY?
What sort of organisations are successful in winning social investment? What’s
the deal for black and minority ethnic social entrepreneurs? And how about
social enterprises operating in different parts of the country? We follow the
money trail and ask entrepreneurs and investors from diverse communities
and in different regions what’s going on – and what needs to change.

BOOK NOW

